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on the other hand, if you have a legacy version of mac os x, then youll need to make sure that you
have the legacy support files installed first. otherwise, youll be unable to install this utility.

fortunately, you can also download and install paragon ntfs for mac legacy edition, which contains
the legacy support files in case you do have a pre-el capitan system. if you already have paragon

hard disk manager installed on your computer, you can use it to clone drive (including the data). you
can also use it to fix a damaged partition. it also provides you with a detailed report of disk status
and its history. hard disk manager may take several minutes to start after a cold boot. this is the
perfect mac os x backup software, and the price is not too bad either. the professional version is
$59.99, and the free one is $34.99. however, if you are using osx el capitan, the free version has

enough features to do the job. ive used it to do a hard drive clone and backup of an el capitan
system, and it did the job with a lot of ease. it isnt quite as strong as some of the other backup apps,
but its a definite worth considering. so if you are looking for a reliable, easy to use, and cheap way to

backup your files, then paragon drive copy is the way to go. with it, you can create full-fledged
backups of your entire hard drive or even a complete clone of a specific partition or the os itself. one
thing that i did notice was that it doesnt seem to be able to clone windows machines, but again, this
is a free program. it is a good way to backup your files, but just make sure that youve done a backup

of your system before using this program.
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there are some different
choices, but the longtime

favorite is paragon
software's ntfs for mac. it

costs $19.95 per mac
license, though you get a

discount for buying a
second or third license at
the same time. you can
test drive the software
with a 10-day trial too,
and it's fully compatible
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with apple silicon.
paragon drive copy 9.0
pro portable is powerful
disk imaging software,

with the ability to create
bootable clones of a hard
drive. this means that the

backup can be used to
restore a copy of a hard

drive in case that the
original is damaged. all

that's needed is a copy of
paragon's bootable disk.
the one i have at hand is
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one i created from a
windows xp backup. the

software supports
windows 2000, windows
xp, windows vista, and

windows 7. it can be used
in a home environment,
small business, network,

or a web hosting
environment. paragon
disk copy is offered in

eight editions, of which
three are offered at no

cost. paragon drive copy
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for mac is a powerful disk
imaging application that

can create bootable
clones of a mac hard

drive. it can also boot an
image into an alternative
mac operating system.
the software is powerful

and highly capable, and it
can be used in a home

environment, small
business, network, or a

web hosting
environment. the
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paragon disk copy for
mac is available in eight
editions, of which three
are offered at no cost.

the paragon disk copy for
mac also offers a

complete backup of a
mac operating system, so
you can migrate to a new
system in the event that

your old machine is
damaged or lost. this is a

great feature for
individuals, and it's free.
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